Light Dark box test
The light-dark box consisted of two equisized compartments (20 x 20 x 21 cm); a lit compartment (600 lx) and a covered, dark compartment (15-20 lx), lighting conditions were similar to those published previously (3) . Mice were introduced into the lit compartment facing the wall and observed for 5 min. Time [%] spent in the light, latency to enter the dark compartment and the frequency of light-dark transitions was analyzed.
Novel Object Recognition test
Mice were placed in an open field arena (45 x 45 x 41 cm) containing two similar objects at equidistant location and allowed to freely explore for 10 min (familiarization). After a 15 min intertrial interval (i.t.i) in the animals' home cage, mice were replaced in the open field, now containing a single version of the familiar object and a novel object for 5 min (similar in size but different in shape, material, texture and contrast). The arena and objects were cleaned with 5% EtOH in between trials. Object exploration was scored as direct interaction with the object such as sniffing or touching the object with the nose or forepaws. Trials in which total exploration time lasted <5s were considered insufficient and removed from the analysis. The time exploring the novel object divided by the total duration of exploration was taken as novel object recognition index (expressed in %).
Object location task
The object location task took place in the Y-maze as published before (3) with minor modifications. During the habituation phase two identical objects were placed in two arms. The mouse was introduced into the center of the Y-maze and allowed to explore for 15 min after which the animal returned to its home cage for 30 min. Thereafter the mouse was placed back into the center of the Y-maze for an additional 3 min of exploration, but now one object was replaced from its former location into the third, remaining arm. The allocation of the object to a novel position was chosen randomly in order to avoid putative inherent location biases. The setup was cleaned with 5% EtOH in between trials. For reliability, we included only subjects with total exploration time ≥ 5 s. The preference [%] to explore the replaced object was calculated as (replaced object exploration (s))/ (replaced object exploration (s) + exploration for object with kept location (s)) x 100.
Cognitive Y-maze
The cognitive Y-maze test has been performed as described before (4, 5) . During the habituation phase, entry into one of the three identical arms was blocked. The mouse was placed at the distal end of the starting arm (the arm closest to the experimenter) and allowed exploration for 10 min. The animal was then placed in its home cage for 30 min during which the wall blocking the entry to the novel arm was removed. The mouse then returned to the Y-maze and was again placed in the starting arm for 5 min of exploration to assess novel arm preference. The allocation of the novel and familiar arm (left or right arm on the opposite side of the starting arm) was chosen randomly in order to avoid putative inherent location biases. The setup was cleaned with 5% EtOH in between trials. Extensive periods of non-exploratory behavior (>30s of continuous immobility and/or autogrooming) were excluded from the analysis. Novel arm preference [%] was calculated as (novel arm exploration (s))/ (novel arm exploration (s) + familiar arm exploration (s)) x 100. 
